
WHAT PILOTS SHOULD KNOW
  Controllers cannot see thunderstorm cells on their radars.
  Requests for specific weather avoidance headings/levels 
may result in you going outside of controlled airspace.  
Be familiar with ATSOCAS as the ATC service you will 
receive will change and you will become responsible for 
your own separation.

  A requested routeing may infringe the airspace of other 
controllers and co-ordination will need to be carried out 
before the routeing can be approved. 

  Where multiple aircraft are weather avoiding, it may be 
necessary to separate all aircraft in the sector by level. 

  Other aircraft which are avoiding weather may affect 
your routeing. 

  Controllers can pass onto pilots information relating to 
thunderstorms gathered from Met feeds (not to the radar) 
and pilot reports.  

  RTF workload will increase as weather avoidance causes 
an increase in calls and requests from pilots.  

  The location of weather cells is dynamic; reduced 
landing rates, due to aircraft unable to land at airfields, 
will increase enroute holding.

  Sector capacity may be reduced to allow for increased 
separation requirements and loss of holding areas. 

  If you turn to avoid weather without a clearance from ATC, you 
may no longer have separation from aircraft around you. 

For further information on the SPA (Safety Partnership Agreement) 
please visit www.customer.nats.co.uk
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WHAT PILOTS CAN DO

   Tell controllers as soon as you know you will need to 
avoid a thunderstorm.   

   Be precise when giving information on location and size 
of thunderstorm cells.

   Where possible, be flexible on what clearances you can 
accept - you may prefer to turn left, but can you turn 
right and still avoid the weather.  

   When requesting a heading, advise the controller how 
long you anticipate it will be before you are clear of the 
weather. 

   Advise ATC when clear of weather, but remain on the 
last assigned heading unless otherwise instructed. (The 
weather avoidance heading may now be being used 
tactically to separate you from other aircraft.)

    Be proactive; think about what you can do, as well as 
what you can’t.

   Keep RTF transmissions to a minimum.
    If you can’t follow the SID tell ATC before getting airborne. 
   Give the controller as much warning as possible of 
diversion intentions. 

   If you are unsure, always check.

For further information on the SPA (Safety Partnership Agreement) 
please visit www.customer.nats.co.uk


